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PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS AND VIEW FIGURES ON BACK OF
PAGE BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT!
Thank you for purchasing Razor Renew. You are now on your way to extending the life of your
razor blade - disposable, and the more expensive ones that you just change out the razor blade head.
When do you need to sharpen your razor blade? Anytime your razor blade is not giving you a sharp
and smooth shave. Razor Renew will extend your razor blade life from 3 – 6 times longer.
Items include: 1 Razor Renew Mini Strop; 1 – Piece of Velcro

Instructions for using Razor Renew
The suede leather side is always used first – this side sharpens and hones your razor blades. The smooth
leather side is always used second – this side evens out the razor blades edges all the way across and makes
them smooth.
For best results getting your razor blades the sharpest and smoothest make sure:
• The razor blades are always resting on the leather
• The Razor Renew and your razor blades are clean and dry
1.
2.
3.

Hang your Razor Renew waist high with the Velcro and/or Trigger snap in a dry place.
When sharpening your razor always hold Razor Renew by the handle.
Starting on the Suede leather side, going 4 times up and 4 times down the body of Razor
Renew following steps 4-9.
4. Hold your razor as if you were shaving, handle down ( fig1)
5. Place the razor at the bottom of the body. ( fig 1 )
6. The blades of the razor should be resting on the leather at all times.
7. Apply slight pressure and push the razor up the body of Razor Renew. (fig 1,2,3)
8. Place the razor at the top of the body of Razor Renew. ( fig 4 )
9. Apply slight pressure and push the razor down the body of Razor Renew. (fig 4,5,6)
10. Turn your Razor Renew to the Smooth Leather side, going 8 times up and 8 times down
the body of Razor Renew following steps 4-9.

Note: It is very important to push your razor up as many times as you push the razor down on each side,
this ensures the leather on each side wears evenly.
IMPORTANT: Always push the razor blade up or down the body of Razor Renew the opposite direction
you shave – this prevents the leather from being cut up by the blades of your razor.

Recommended Cleaning
Wipe Razor Renew with a dry 100% cotton cloth on both sides once a month or as needed.
Patent Pending “Razor Renew”
“Razor Renew” is a trademark of Cosmic Bargains LLC
Cosmic Bargains LLC, 385, 2040 S. Alma School Rd., Chandler Arizona 85286
For Order Inquires: Email: Cosmicbargains@cox.net Accept checks, and will send invoice-request for money through
Paypal.
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